Assembly Instructions for Backstop

1. Hold Black hinges and place Orange Pocket on ground with Net spread out away from you. Then open frame laying both sides on ground

2. Open the two sides to a Vertical Position.

3. Holding the frame on the ground with your toes. Extend the side frames up until they Lock (click)

4. Next, continue to open both sides until they click. Then lay frame down on ground resting on rubber feet.

5. Take two of the thinner poles with couplings and join together (see A).

6. At the REAR of the net locate the orange sleeves and slide the poles down them, and into the tubes on the frame

7. Insert Poles tops.

8. Pull rear pole toward you so you can reach tops of the poles. Push poles in (B) direction, whilst pulling net in (C) direction. Place loops over poles tops.

9. Repeat with thicker poles down front sleeves. Add top poles.

10. Pull net towards you (using net itself) and connect loops over pole tops

9. Stake the Net to ground via Bungees. Finally, attach either baffle to protect backstop.

1 year limited Manufactures Warranty on Manufacturing defects only. For a full description of Warranty Guarantee, Terms & Conditions, see www.bownet.net/pages/warranty-page

WARNINGS: This product can expose you to chemicals including Lead, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer, and DEHP, which is known to the State of California to cause birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov
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